
Your path to the cloud.



Which path  
is right for  

your business?
Why Qumulus?
Because we understand there is more than just one cloud.  
Do you know which solution is right for your business? We do.  
Our customized Enterprise Cloud Data Backup and Storage  
Solutions allow businesses to make better decisions regarding  
the protection of their critical data.

We know the data storage industry.
At Qumulus, our experts have been working in the data storage  
industry since the early 1990’s. Long before mp3s, smart phones, 
and tablet computers, our team has been a part of the  
ever-changing world of hardware solutions. 

We make it simple.
Exponential data growth brings many challenges for small to  
mid-sized businesses. We recognize a growing need for the  
improved management of data. Our strategy is in forming neutral 
partnerships with the world’s leading storage and hardware vendors 
in the industry. The result of our strategic partnerships is the ability 
to offer a variety of solutions. 

Our solutions conserve.
We offer software and hardware solutions that maximize value, and 
minimize a variety of costs, such as capital, environmental, and  
human resource expenditures. Additionally, our partnerships allow us 
to offer discounts on capital expenses like servers and laptops.

Strategic Partners:
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Critical Issues 
Enterprise Storage Solution

What are your 
critical issues?

Good recordkeeping is critical for any legal  
professional. Firms must collect and store a plethora 
of information pertaining to clients and cases, such as 
notes, emails, depositions, and research. Maintaining 
this information can be immensely challenging and is  
dependent upon the operating environment. 

For instance, the size of the law firm, the degree of a 
case and the type of law practiced all impact the digital 
need.  Our effective solutions enable lawyers to focus 
on their clients and cases, not their data backup and 
storage needs. 

Legal



qumulussolut ions.com
877.208.5921

Our services. Our strategy.
Your solution.

Qumulus Solutions assists small and medium sized businesses with  
designing, implementing and supporting Enterprise Data Back Up 
and Storage Solutions. We collaborate with clients to orchestrate 
the transfer, protection and storage of mission critical data.  
Essentially, we’re here for you.
 
Our business-oriented services include: Enterprise Storage  
Solutions; QStorage; Private Cloud Management; Enterprise Storage  
Management & Support; Professional Services and Virtualization.  
We tailor our service packages to best fit the business environment 
of our clients.


